ES Design West Exhibitor List Grows with Ansys, Breker, ClioSoft,
Coventor, Methodics, OneSpin, Real Intent, Rescale, Silvaco
Join Inaugural Exhibitors Arm; Cadence Design Systems; CAST; IC Manage; Mentor, a
Siemens Business; Synopsys

MILPITAS, CALIF. –– April 24, 2019 –– The ES Design West exhibitor list continues to
grow with the additions of Ansys, Breker Verification Systems, ClioSoft, Coventor,
Methodics, OneSpin, Real Intent, Rescale and Silvaco.
They join initial exhibitors Arm; Cadence Design Systems; CAST; IC Manage; Mentor, a
Siemens Business; and Synopsys for the inaugural event co-located with SEMICON
West 2019 July 9-11 at San Francisco’s Moscone Center South Hall.
“CAST has been successful for 25 years by listening to system designers and in turn
providing the IP functions and reusability features that they need to be successful,”
notes Nikos Zervas, chief operating officer of CAST, Inc. “We decided to participate in
ES Design West early on, anticipating great opportunities for contact with many more
leading system designers right in their backyard.”
ES Design West, hosted by the ESD Alliance, is the
only event in North America that links the electronic
system and semiconductor design community with the electronic product manufacturing
and supply chain. Presentations will address commercial achievements of the electronic
system design community and forward-looking, system-centric design approaches. ES
Design West and SEMICON West attendees will learn first-hand how design and
manufacturing are drawing closer together.
“For 30 years, the EDA Consortium, now ESD Alliance, has played an important role in
our industry by providing a great forum for networking and meeting potential partners
and customers,” remarks Jerry Brocklehurst, Methodics’ vice president of marketing.
“Their various committees and events have fostered an open dialog and collaborative
atmosphere that has helped our industry evolve and grow with the times. We believe
the inaugural ES Design West event will continue this tradition and we look forward to
participating.”
Program details, registration information and an exhibitor prospectus can be found at
the ES Design West website. Follow ES Design West on Twitter: #ESDesignWest
The HOT Party
The Heart of Technology (HOT) fundraising party sponsored by Jim Hogan, Silicon
Valley venture capitalist and software executive, and presented by the ESD Alliance,
debuts at ES Design West and SEMICON West Tuesday, July 9. It will be held at the

John Colins Lounge in San Francisco from 5:30 p.m. until 10 p.m. ES Design West and
SEMICON West badge holders will be admitted with a suggested minimum $20
donation. Other guests can attend for a donation of $50.
This year’s beneficiary is the SEMI Foundation supporting Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education and career awareness in high
technology. All proceeds from the event will be contributed to the SEMI Foundation.
About the Electronic System Design Alliance
The Electronic System Design (ESD) Alliance, a SEMI Strategic Association Partner
representing members in the electronic system and semiconductor design ecosystem,
is a community that addresses technical, marketing, economic and legislative issues
affecting the entire industry. It acts as the central voice to communicate and promote
the value of the semiconductor design ecosystem as a vital component of the global
electronics industry. Visit www.esd-alliance.org to learn more.
Follow the ESD Alliance
ESD Alliance Bridging the Frontier blog
Twitter: @ESDAlliance
LinkedIn
Facebook
About SEMI
SEMI® connects more than 2,100 member companies and 1.3 million professionals
worldwide to advance the technology and business of electronics design and
manufacturing. SEMI members are responsible for the innovations in materials, design,
equipment, software, devices, and services that enable smarter, faster, more powerful,
and more affordable electronic products. Electronic System Design Alliance (ESD
Alliance), FlexTech, the Fab Owners Alliance (FOA) and the MEMS & Sensors Industry
Group (MSIG) are SEMI Strategic Association Partners, defined communities
within SEMI focused on specific technologies. Since 1970, SEMI has built connections
that have helped its members prosper, create new markets, and address common
industry challenges together. SEMI maintains offices in Bangalore, Berlin, Brussels,
Grenoble, Hsinchu, Seoul, Shanghai, Silicon Valley (Milpitas, Calif.), Singapore, Tokyo,
and Washington, D.C. For more information, visit www.semi.org and follow SEMI on
LinkedIn and Twitter.
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